ETDM MANUAL REVISION SUMMARY

Minor pen and ink changes have been made to the ETDM Manual. The following summary provides an overview of the edits made to the manual and coordination activities leading to the update.

SUMMARY OF EDITS

No major changes, substantive revisions, or additions (i.e. policy changes, new chapters) are recommended at this time. Changes are editorial corrections or made to incorporate updates approved in the 2020 version of the Project Development and Environment (PD&E) Manual. Highlights include:

- Throughout Chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5:
  - Incorporated updates made in 2020 to the PD&E Manual:
    - Updated references to PD&E Manual chapters as needed
    - Re-ordered and renamed PED and ETAT Review topics
    - Consistent capitalization of “Cooperating and Participating Agencies” (should be title case)
  - Changed “Dispute Resolution” to “Issue Resolution” (title change only)
  - Text changes to eliminate confusion with “Issue” Resolution:
    - Changed “issue” to “topic” when referencing environmental topics
    - Changed “issue” to “comments” when related to comments that may require responses, but not to the level of the ETDM Issue Resolution process
  - Updated revision date and history log
- In Acronyms document, corrected typo in header (period in date changed to comma)
- No changes to Chapters 1 and 6

COORDINATION SUMMARY

- 10/8/2019 – ETDM coordinators meeting: discussed anticipated Pen & Ink changes (incorporating PD&E manual updates, and editorial corrections)
- 1/14/2020 – ETDM coordinators meeting: discussed anticipated Pen & Ink changes (incorporating PD&E manual updates, editorial corrections, and changing “Dispute” to “Issue” Resolution per OGC)
- 4/14/2020 – ETDM coordinators meeting: discussed Pen & Ink changes listed above